A Single Source Solution Provider
for All Your Carrier Services Needs

The telecommunications landscape can
be confusing and overwhelming for IT
managers. Among emerging
technologies, service costs, and
negotiating contracts, it's easy to feel
overwhelmed.

Why work with us?
We've built our business around helping
our customers reach their goals.
TelServ Group will...
Manage all your customer service needs.
Support you, long after the sale.
Provide multiple carrier options with unbiased
knowledge.

That's where
TelServ Group
comes in handy.

Be your single point of contact.
Perform system requirement analysis.

As your technology advocate, we
speak the telecom and IT language,
help you strategize, and shine the light
on the best services and solutions for
your business.

Oversee installation, taking the heavy lifting off
your plate.

How we work...

We...

Whether you need a new phone
system, Internet, or are moving an
on-premise PBX to the cloud, our
primary goal is to ensure that you
receive the solution that scales to your
objectives.

Will learn your business structure and goals.
Analyze your current systems and contracts to
make sure your technology fits your needs.
Will determine the optimal solution for your
infrastructure.
Source the top carriers.
Remain vendor neutral.
Will implement and support your solution.
Integrate with your business for continued support.
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Wide Area Network (WAN)

WANs empower remote, secure communication. We help you determine which of the
following serves your business's goals best, based on your geography and IT infrastructure:
MPLS

VPLS

Broadband

xDSL

Fiber

Copper EFM

Point-to-point

SIP Trunking

If your legacy voice is leaving something to be desired, SIP Trunking allows businesses to:
Get the benefits of VoIP using legacy systems.

Extend the life of your premise-based hardware.

Hold off on investing in new infrastructure.

Consolidate your communication systems.

Drive savings to your bottom line.

Have one bill and one point of contact.

Broadband

To stay competitive today, your business needs a reliable, fast connection. We help you
decide which internet is right for you:
DSL

Cable high speed internet

Wi-Fi connectivity

Mobile broadband

Ethernet

Software-defined WAN (SD-WAN)

SD-WAN is a technology that has emerged over the last few years to address WAN
management on a new level. In contrast to MPLS, SD-WAN:
Uses the internet to connect enterprise networks.

Costs less than a private solution.

Takes less time to implement.

Provides network management flexibility.

About Us
TelServ Group designs and delivers IT &
communications solutions and services
that help organizations execute their
strategic goals.
Our focus? Every business is unique, so we
start with listening to the needs of our clients,
and then exceed those needs in every way.
Call us today to learn more on which network
services are right for your business.
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